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Introduction
Market participants experienced déjà vu at Bloomberg News’ report in April of this year that the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) issued subpoenas to Wall Street banks and broker
dealers regarding ISDAfix, a little known set of swap rates that affect the pricing of hundreds of trillion
dollars in swaps. As with the LIBOR controversy, regulators are examining whether banks and brokers
manipulated ISDAfix for their own gain. Despite its relative obscurity, reportedly some 6,000 banks,
derivatives dealers, corporate treasurers, money managers, and other institutions monitor ISDAfix rates.
Essentially anyone who uses swaps to hedge interest rate risk or who price fixed-rate assets and liabilities
monitors these published rates. Because the payments under swaps are based on ISDAfix rates, any
manipulation would impact large segments of the financial markets, beyond the $379 trillion swaps
market.
We have received a number of inquiries from clients regarding the LIBOR controversy and the
ISDAfix investigation and the relationship between the two developments. This report serves as a
resource for the reader to understand what ISDAfix is, how it relates to LIBOR, why the ISDAfix rates
matter and how they can assess any potential impact on their own portfolios and liabilities.
ISDAfix
The International Swaps Dealers Association (“ISDA”), in cooperation
with Thomson Reuters and ICAP Plc (“ICAP”), established ISDAfix in 1998 to
serve as a benchmark of swap rates for all trades using ISDA documentation.
Each ISDAfix rate represents “a rate which is the mean of where that dealer
would itself offer and bid a swap in the relevant maturity for a notional
equivalent amount of US $50 million or whatever amount is deemed market
size in that currency for that tenor to an acknowledged dealer of good credit in
the swap market. The rate should not be where the dealer sees mid-market
away from itself, but should be a function of its own bid/offer spread.”1
ISDAfix rates are calculated as average mid-market swap rates for six
1

http://www2.isda.org/asset-classes/interest-rates-derivatives/isdafix/.

major currencies at selected maturities (starting at one year and extending out to 30 years) on a daily
basis. ISDAfix rates are based on mid-day and, in some markets, end-of-day polling of mid-market rates.
This formula also discards some of the outliers. Standard ISDA documentation incorporate by reference
ISDAfix for settling interest-rate options and canceling swaps contracts.2 Due in part to the ubiquitous
nature of ISDA documentation in the derivatives world, ISDAfix has become the leading benchmark for
annual swap rates for swap transactions worldwide.
ISDAfix rates are displayed and updated daily on Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg and Telekurs.
The Thomson Reuters Screen Pages are ISDAFIX 1 through ISDAFIX 5. The rates provided by the
contributing panel members are also correspondingly updated and can be found at Thomson Reuters
Screens ISDA10 through ISDA61.
Composition of the contributor panels
According to ISDA, ICAP, Thomson Reuters and ISDA select
contributing firms based on each applicant’s: reputation among dealers, credit
standing, scale of activity in the relevant market, and expertise in the currency
concerned. ISDA may remove a contributor for various reasons, including
failure to provide rates or submissions deemed to be off market.
Polling window
Contributors submit rates to Thomson Reuters for the full set of
designated maturities of the given ISDAfix currency (or ICAP, with respect
to USD rates) within a polling window. While the quotes may be submitted
to five decimal places, the published rate will be to three decimal places.
Contributing banks that do not provide submissions for the full set of
maturities within their designated currency will have all of the other
submissions for that currency disregarded for that day. During the polling
window of approximately 15 minutes, panel members may update or amend a
submission. Following the window, they may not amend or withdraw their
contributed rates.
The polling window opens at 11 AM when contributors may—using a secure website—begin to
submit the swap rates as defined by ISDA for each maturity of their respective currencies. To start the
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process, with respect to USD swap rates, ICAP will, at 11:02 AM, indicate on the secure website a USD
swap spread and USD swap rate to serve as a reference point for contributors. According to ISDA, ICAP
generates the reference point using (i) “most recent swap spreads from completed trades and executable
bids and offers in market size done/posted at ICAP” and displayed on Reuters page 19901 at 11:00 AM
and (ii) “executed trades and executable bids and offers at 11 [AM] for US Treasury securities from
ICAP’s BrokerTec US Treasury electronic trading platform.”3 Contributors may submit their rates until
11:15 AM or they may accept the reference swap spread and/or rate provided by ICAP.
Publication
At the end of the polling window, ICAP or Thomson Reuters, depending on the currency, will
review the submissions and publish the calculated rates based on the following process. For each
currency and each maturity, the highest and lowest rates submitted are eliminated, and as long as the
minimum number of contributions has been received, the remaining submissions are averaged, resulting
in the ISDAfix rate, which is then published.
ICAP’s dual roles
Readers following the developments in the LIBOR controversy will recognize the name ICAP, an
inter-bank swaps broker whose traders have been mentioned in investigations regarding both LIBOR and
ISDAfix. With respect to ISDAfix rates, ICAP plays two roles. First, it calculates the daily submissions
for USD ISDAfix swap rates. As part of this fixing process, ICAP will offer reference points for the
various maturities based on, among other things, its own trade data. Second, it also acts as a broker by
matching swap dealers based on trades. As a broker, the firm is paid commissions based on the size of
the trades it matches.
Confusion between Screens 19901 and ISDAFIX 1 through ISDAFIX 5
Perhaps partially due to ICAP’s dual roles as a calculation agent and as a broker, a number of
media sources and commentators have confused the various screens and the information published on
each. ISDAfix rates are published on screens ISDAFIX 1 through ISDAFIX 5. Screen 19901, on the
other hand, contains “the most recent swap spreads from completed trades and executable bids and offers
in market size done/posted at ICAP.”4 In other words, swap spreads on Screen 19901 reflect only those
trades executed or otherwise posted at ICAP and are not necessarily representative of the entire market.
A distinguishing difference between the two screens is that, while ISDAfix rates are set daily after the end
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of the polling window, swap spreads on Screen 19901 are updated periodically as ICAP enters trade
information.
Markets and products that depend on ISDAfix
ISDAfix affects the costs of a large number of financial instruments, placing staggeringly large
dollar amounts at risk. For example:


The U.S. Federal Reserve uses ISDAfix as the source for USD swap rates in its H.15 Statistical
Release.5



ISDAfix is used to determine the exercise values for hundreds of billions, if not trillions, in
notional of cash-settled swap options under standard ISDA documentation used around the
world.6 For example, the 2006 ISDA Definitions refer specifically to ISDAFIX rates as a means
of settlement of over-the-counter derivatives transactions.



Banks use ISDAfix rates to value their own portfolios, with the resulting unrealized gains or
losses from those portfolios then incorporated into the banks’
reported financial results.



Counterparties in the global $379 trillion swaps market use
ISDAfix as a reference rate for calculating the cash settlement for
early termination.7



ISDAfix swap rates may also be used in pricing some of the $550
billion of bonds backed by commercial real estate mortgages
(“CMBS”).



Various exchange products also use ISDAfix rates as a rate or
curve source.
o

LIFFE uses ISDAfix as the source of the swap curve in
calculating the settlement price of its billion-dollar market for Swapnote futures
contracts.
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o

Both the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and the Chicago Board of Trade use ISDAfix as
the settlement price in their swap futures contracts.



ISDAfix swap rates may also be used to set the payouts of some state pension annuities.8



Interest rate swaps that use ISDAfix rates are also commonly embedded in hybrid securities
known as structured notes that are popular with high net worth investors.

Possible impact of any ISDAfix manipulation on LIBOR damages
The LIBOR controversy has been thoroughly covered by various news media, academia and
market observers. Here are the highlights of the latest legal and regulatory developments:


Regulators around the globe are conducting multiple investigations into the alleged manipulation
of LIBOR and Barclays, UBS and Royal Bank of Scotland have paid more than USD$2.5 billion
in fines with more potential penalties to come from other banks.



On March 29, Judge Naomi Reice Buchwald of the U.S. District Court of Southern District New
York dismissed plaintiffs’ federal antitrust and RICO claims.



Partially in response to Judge Buchwald’s dismissal, a number of financial institutions have filed
individual lawsuits in both state and federal court, including—among others—Freddie Mac, the
Charles Schwab entities, The Berkshire Bank, Regents of the University of California and Salix
Capital, alleging various fraud and contractual claims.9

Fixed to floating swaps—ongoing payments
The following example of a simple interest rate swap demonstrates how the manipulation of
LIBOR and ISDAfix can together affect the value of a swap.
Assume that there is a $500 million swap that matures in 20 years, where a bank (Party A) makes
a floating payment based on the LIBOR rate (3-month USD LIBOR paid quarterly) and receives a fixed
rate of 5.9% (which was determined using ISDAfix) paid quarterly by a pension fund (Party B). Party A,
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We do not know at this time whether ISDAfix rates are considered in determining the values and benefits of the
annuities market generally, estimated to be nearly $2 trillion.
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would receive the same fixed quarterly payments from Party B for the life of the swap. This fixed
payment is $7,273,97210. Assume further that on day 90, the end of the first quarter, the current 3-month
USD LIBOR rate is 6.2%. This would mean that Party A would pay Party B $7,643,83511 and would
receive $7,273,972. In net terms, the bank owes the pension fund $369,863. If, however, the bank had
manipulated the fixed rate and increased the relevant ISDAfix rate by five basis points (0.05 percent) to
5.95% at the beginning of the swap, the bank would have received an ill-gotten gain each quarter in the
amount of $61,645 or $246,580 annually for a total manipulated gain of $4,931,600 for the life of the
swap.12
Fixed to floating swaps—termination payments
Any manipulation of the ISDAfix rates would also likely impact the termination costs of a fixed
to floating swap, depending on the facts and the terms of the trade. The calculation of the termination
value of a fixed-to-floating swap is based on the following variables: (i) the swap’s fixed rate; (ii) the
value of the referenced floating rate; (iii) the notional amount; (iv) the remaining term of the swap
contract; (v) the forward curve as of the valuation date; and (vi) the discount rate to be used to calculate
the present value. The forward curve is updated daily based upon market trading conditions. Any
manipulation of ISDAfix rates (or LIBOR, for the purposes of our example) most likely would have also
affected the forward curve. A party assessing its damages from any potential rate manipulation should
account for this in its analyses. Using the swap example above, if that trade was terminated after one
year, a ten basis point (0.1 percent) manipulation of the interest rate could increase the termination
payment paid by the pension fund to the bank by nearly half a million dollars.13
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Potential double dipping
If the bank in the above example was manipulating both LIBOR and ISDAfix, it was essentially
double dipping, creating a “manipulation-on-manipulation” situation whereby the swap customers would
have been paying for two different layers of price-fixing corruption. Using the same swap example to
illustrate this potential double dipping, assuming that LIBOR stays constant but is manipulated by 5 bps
to the advantage of the bank and the fixed rate at the time the swap was entered into was also
manipulated by 5 bps, the bank in our hypothetical would have received ill-gotten gains of $123,290
quarterly, $493,160 annually and $9,863,200 for life of the swap.
Evaluating the impact of ISDAfix manipulation
The example we used above was a fixed to floating swap but the potential impact from any
ISDAfix manipulation is not limited to swaps. To state the obvious, all of the markets and products that
rely on ISDAfix are potentially affected.
A financial institution that wants to conduct an internal assessment of any potential impact from
ISDAfix manipulation would need to undertake an extensive review that would generally include:


Review of the firm’s derivatives portfolio and ISDA documentation, including all trade confirms.



Analysis of the firm’s interest rate exposure in its swap book based upon currency and duration.



Categorization of the firm’s cash portfolio composition by asset types and identifying those with
interest rate risk and potential exposure to ISDAfix.



For public pension funds and any institution with liabilities in the form of annuities, a review of
its pricing practices and procedures.

Possible areas of focus in the CFTC investigation
While the LIBOR controversy appeared in the mainstream with the Wall Street Journal’s April
16, 2008 article,14 the CFTC’s investigation into the ISDAfix rate setting process was only first reported
this year. In fact, regulators have released no details about the full scope of the investigations, and,
indeed, there may be no finding of any wrongdoing. Nonetheless, regulators are plowing ahead with the
ISDAfix inquiry, with the CFTC reportedly having issued subpoenas to ICAP and as many as fifteen Wall
Street banks15 and reviewing one million emails and instant messages looking for evidence of
manipulation and wrongdoing.16
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We have identified two areas of potential interest to the CFTC. First, the CFTC may be looking
for evidence of manipulation of the ISDAfix rates. This case would be fairly straightforward in following
the blueprint of the LIBOR investigations. The two indices follow a similar setting process in their daily
reporting and share some common characteristics. Second, the CFTC may be examining whether ICAP
delayed the reporting of swap rates to Screen 19901, for trades it has executed or matched, in order to
provide a trading advantage to itself or another swap broker. While ICAP’s Screen 19901 is widely
followed in the swaps market, this information differs from a reported index that holds itself to be
representative of the market generally.
Conclusion
Quick glance of key publicly reported indices subject to regulatory investigations around the
world:

These indices and the markets to which they relate share a number of characteristics:


Traders working in high-pressure environments where an unprofitable quarter or year can
mean job loss.



Markets where advance (and accurate) information could be translated into millions of
dollars of profit.



Indices that the market generally has trusted (and assumed) to be calculated in an
objective manner and has therefore relied upon heavily.

Given the gargantuan sizes of the various markets that rely on ISDAfix for pricing, the temptation
for manipulation can be overwhelming as even the smallest change could result in millions of dollars in
ill-gotten gains. If the CFTC investigation reveals wrongdoing, the amount of damages in the ISDAfix
controversy could rival and potentially surpass the LIBOR scandal.
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